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Its creation was championed by another committed ... “Judaism was one of the first great environmental religions,” wrote Professor David Ehrenfeld who teaches courses in ecology at Rutgers ...
Hooray for MK Alon Tal
Jerome Irwin Two Alone Arab Girls Embrace Palestinian Identity in a Hostile Israeli Land THE HOLY DAY & SANCTITY OF THE MEANING OF MEMORIAL DAY With each Memorial Day that comes and goes every year, ...
Palestinian Freedom Trapped in a Hostile Occupied Land of Jewish Ultra Nationalism
As a Christian Zionist organization, it espouses an ideology that sees the state of Israel and its expansive control over Palestine as a fulfillment of biblical prophecy ... After Israel’s creation in ...
Unquestioned Support for Israel Wasn’t Always the Way for Conservative Christians
Accurately,Torahmeans “the Teachings,” and mostly it is a story, from the Creation ... and Jacob/Israel. David’s story is closer to us because so large a part of European secular literary tradition ...
The Shadow of a Great Rock: A Literary Appreciation of the King James Bible
The act of lowering the flag is a defiant assertion that they weren’t sacrificed in vain in defense ... Biblical Hebrew names of ‘Judea’ and ‘Samaria’. Bennett has long opposed the ...
A Memorial Day Celebration for Palestinian Freedom in a Hostile Occupied Land
Given that the Jewish claims to Biblical Israel were commonly accepted ... It noted that at the time of the creation of Middle Eastern Mandates, it was not applied because of the intention ...
The Jewish right to the land of Israel
(There are seven kinds of encounters: the fourth is human abduction, the sixth is an attack on humans, the seventh is the creation of an ... was all foretold in the Bible. In the past week or ...
The secret Jewish history of UFOs (and why Ezekiel might have had a close encounter)
Williams, backed by the Alliance Defense Fund ... in all of this creation science stuff is that modern conservative Christians are not the equivalent of their 19th-century counterparts," says J. David ...
Inside the Mind of a Creationist
2 But while all this acclaim is certainly a triumph for Shavit, his book is best described not as a tragedy but as an “abomination of desolation” of Biblical ... to the creation of a Jewish ...
Ari Shavit: Triumph by treachery towards the Promised Land
For more details check out Natrona County Master Gardener’s Facebook page, the Natrona County website news page updates at or call 235-9400. In the summer heat, nothing beats an ice cold drink to ...
Family Stuff
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
In a city where streets bear the names of biblical prophets ... At night, a huge blue Star of David glows over Silwan. “Is it from a dimly lit stone that wars flare up?” ...
The fire next time: After latest Gaza war, Jerusalem remains a spark for conflict
In 2011, Brigham Young University professor David L. Paulsen and his student ... the professor writes in an unpublished essay, “In Defense of the Heavenly Mother.” “Her many roles suggest ...
Latter-day Saints are talking more about Heavenly Mother, and that’s where the debates and divisions begin
Rick Dye, who played the suspender-snapping Chicago defense lawyer Clarence Darrow ... (Fernando Decillis) David Tromanhauser, a former alumni director for Bryan College, plays the role of ...
How Much Has the Town Where the Scopes Trial Took Place Evolved Since the 1920s?
If the vote is positive, the Arabs will make war on us,” said Yitzhak Sadeh, a leader of the Jewish defense forces ... the ancient Jewish kingdom of David and Solomon a thousand years ...
Illegal UN Sham Partition Torching Palestine Into Civil War a USA-UK Colonial Crime Against Humanity
JERUSALEM (Tribune News Service) — In a city where streets bear the names of biblical prophets ... At night, a huge blue Star of David glows over Silwan. "Is it from a dimly lit stone that ...
After the latest Gaza war, Jerusalem remains a spark for conflict
In a city where streets bear the names of biblical prophets, what's foretold is almost always ... At night, a huge blue Star of David glows over Silwan. “Is it from a dimly lit stone that wars flare ...
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